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QUESTION 1

A claims application contains two organizational and two application rulesets. The organizational rulesets MyCo and
MyCoInt are configured as Ruleset Validation, where the prerequisite for MyCo is MyCoInt and the prerequisite for
MyCoInt is Pega-ProcessCommander. The two application rulesets Claims and ClaimsInt are configured as Application
Validation. 

Which of the following statements is false? 

A. Rules in Claims can reference rules in MyCo 

B. Rules in MyCo can reference rules in MyCoInt 

C. Rules in MyCo can reference rules in Claims 

D. Rules in ClaimsInt can reference rules in Claims 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

What two artifacts must you prepare before delegating a rule? (Choose two.) 

A. An unlocked ruleset that is added to the Production ruleset list of the Application rule. 

B. An Access Group that has access to the ruleset used to organize delegated rules 

C. A locked ruleset that is added to the Production ruleset list of the Application rule 

D. An Access Role that has access to the ruleset used to organize delegated rules 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

An agent is configured to run at a 600-second interval with a maximum number of entries set to 50. There are 75 entries
in the scheduled queue. 

If the agent runs at 2:30 P.M., when does the agent run again? 

A. One hour after the last run because the master agent runs only once per hour 

B. 600 seconds after the agent activity processes 50 entries 

C. Depends on the number of nodes in the cluster 

D. 600 seconds after the last run started 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

Which component do you use to decide between two decision logic paths in a decision strategy? 

A. Decision Tree 

B. Switch 

C. Filter 

D. Set Property 

Correct Answer: D 

 

Reference: https://community.pega.com/knowledgebase/articles/creating-decision-strategies-headless-decisioning-
scenario-pega-718-pega-721 

 

QUESTION 5

Users are spending excess time researching duplicate cases to determine whether to process or resolve the cases.
Which two options allow you to reduce the number of potential duplicate cases? (Choose two.) 

A. Decrease the weights of the weighted conditions. 

B. Increase the weights of the weighted conditions. 

C. Increase the weighted condition sum threshold. 

D. Decrease the weighted condition sum threshold. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 6

Which two of the following statements are the most accurate with respect to the error handler flow? (Choose Two) 

A. The standard connector error handler flow can help recover from transient errors. 

B. The error handler flow is invoked if the error is not handled elsewhere. 

C. The error handler flow is the recommended way to handle all integration errors. 

D. The standard error handler flow is final and cannot be customized. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 7

What two artifacts should you prepare in advance before delegating a rule? (Choose Two) 
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A. An Access Group that has access to the production ruleset 

B. An Access Role that has access to the production ruleset 

C. An unlocked ruleset added to the Application rule as a production ruleset 

D. A separate Operator ID that has access to the delegated rules 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 8

Match each condition with the correct definition. 

A. Security->(D), Mapping->(B) ,Queue When->(A), Service->(C) 

B. Security->(B), Mapping->(D) ,Queue When->(A), Service->(C) 

C. Security->(C), Mapping->(D) ,Queue When->(A), Service->(B) 

D. Security->(B), Mapping->(A) ,Queue When->(D), Service->(C) 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

You are asked to create four reports. Which report would require joining classes? 

A. A list of all cases created by the operator along with the work status of each case 

B. A list of all worklist assignments grouped by the operator who is performing the action 

C. A list of all cases and the assigned user for each case, with child cases categorized by the case ID of the parent
case 

D. A list of flow actions and average turnaround time, categorized by Performer 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

You are configuring an application to use Get Next Work. The requirement states that operators must always work on
the next highest priority assignment from workbaskets. Which two configuration options do you use to select the highest-
priority assignment for users? (Choose two.) 

A. Configure the operator ID record to get work from workbaskets first 

B. Configure the operator ID record so the operator is available to receive work 

C. Configure a ToWorkbasket router for the assignments 

D. Configure a ToWorkGroup router for the assignments 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 11

You have configured an agent to automatically send correspondence. The agent runs in standard mode using AQM. As
of the last agent run, entries failed to commit and the correspondence was not sent. 

Which two approaches could you take to troubleshoot the issue? (Choose Two) 

A. Open the Requestor Management screen in SMA, select the requestor with a waiting message, and run the Tracer. 

B. Open the Requestor Management screen in SMA, select the requestor with a waiting message, and display the error
message and stack trace information. 

C. Open the Broken Process queue, select an item, and run the Tracer. 

D. Open the Broken Process queue, select the entry, and view the error message and stack trace information. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 12

Which record do you configure to add an item to the left-pane menu in the Case Manager portal? 

A. Navigation record 

B. Portal record 

C. Skin record 

D. Harness record 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 13

Candidate hiring decisions are based on the feedback from the interviewer and test scores. If necessary, other test
scores are used in the evaluation. * Candidates with an assessment score of 40 or less are automatically rejected. *
Candidates with an assessment score of 60 or less are rejected if either their technical skill score or their interpersonal
skill score is below 40. * Candidates with assessment scores higher than 60 are automatically approved. You are using
a decision tree to make the evaluations. 

Which two branch configurations would you use in your decision tree? (Choose Two) 

A. Two nested branches - one to evaluate technical skill scores and another to evaluate interpersonal skill scores. 

B. An otherwise branch that tests for assessment scores less than 40. 

C. A top-level branch that evaluates both technical and interpersonal skill scores. 

D. A top-level branch that tests for assessment scores less than 40. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 14

A given user interaction takes five seconds. You need to investigate why it is taking so long. 

Which tool do you use to start the investigation? 

A. Performance Profiler 

B. Performance Analyzer (PAL) 

C. Pega Log Analyzer (PLA) 

D. Database Trace 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Which two of the following options are good uses of Connect SQL rules? (Choose Two) 

A. Execute SQL statements that contain database vendor specific syntax. 

B. Execute custom SQL statements to improve performance of queries and updates to the PegaRULES database. 

C. Update an external table as part of a distributed transaction. 

D. Execute a complex SQL statement such as a join or stored procedure against an external database. 

Correct Answer: AD 
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